Abstract-A strong topographic relief and the presence of weakly consolidated sediments create favorable conditions for the development of landslides around the eastern rim of the Fergana Basin (Central Asia). In summer 2012, a field experiment employing small aperture seismic arrays was carried out on an unstable slope, using ambient vibration recordings. The aim of the study was to constrain the seismic response of a potential future landslide and to map lateral and vertical changes in the shear-wave velocity of the surficial soil layers. Strong variations of horizontalto-vertical spectral ratios in terms of amplitude and directionality indicated clear differences in local site effects, probably reflecting the stability of different sections of the slope. Results further showed resonant frequencies of both the entire unstable block, as well as for smaller, individual parts. The use of an ad hoc, passive seismic tomography approach based on noise correlograms allowed for the mapping of the shear-wave velocities of the sliding material, even in cases of significant topography relief. Based on the recording of seismic noise only, we clearly identified a lowvelocity body of weakly consolidated claystone and limestone material, which can be interpreted as the landslide body, with laterally varying thickness.
Introduction
Individual slope failures on landslides are generally not as spectacular or as costly as the consequences of earthquakes, major floods, or other natural catastrophes. However, landslides are one of the most widespread types of natural hazards and cause thousands of deaths and billions of dollars in damage worldwide each year (DILLEY et al. 2005) . The global death toll from landslides increased from around 600 per year in the early 1970s (BRABB 1991) to more than 340 per month on average today (PETLEY 2009) . Generally speaking, the number of casualties due to slope failures is higher in developing countries, whereas the industrialized world can be more adversely affected by severe economic losses. The increase of both parameters is due to the higher value of endangered structures and the greater number of people living in hazardous areas, coupled with the possible increase of extreme meteorological events (SCHUSTER and FLEMING 1986) .
Developing countries have always had difficulties affording the high costs involved in mitigating the effects of natural hazards through major engineering works and rational land-use planning. In addition, owing to the economic recession, many industrialized societies are also reluctant to invest in structural measures to reduce natural risks. Hence, the new procedure is to implement monitoring and warning systems with the aim of minimizing the loss of lives and property without investing in long-term, costly projects of ground stabilization. Therefore, obtaining comprehensive knowledge of unstable slope structures (e.g., detection and inventory of unstable areas, displacement monitoring) is essential for any quantitative hazard assessment and for the design of effective remediation strategies. In other words, defining the 3D geometry of a potential slope failure, its geomechanical and hydrological properties, and its internal discontinuities at a high resolution is highly desirable, but still poses a major economic and scientific challenge (TRAVELLETTI and MALET 2012) .
Since landslides affect all geological materials and exhibit a large variety of shapes and volumes, the characterization of these phenomena is not a straightforward problem and may require extensive investigation. There are a significant number of methods, which mainly include remote sensing and aerial techniques, geological and geomorphological mapping, as well as geophysical and geotechnical techniques, which have been adapted to characterize landslides (see the pioneering work of BOGOSLOVSKY and OGILVY 1977 , as well as the reviews by FELL et al. 2000, JONGMANS and . In particular, the recent emergence of 2D and 3D geophysical imaging techniques has dramatically increased their attractiveness for landslide applications, having the major advantage of giving continuous information about the studied body. Although a clear relationship between geophysical parameters and geological/geotechnical properties is often still unclear, these methods now appear as major tools for investigating and monitoring unstable slope masses. Therefore, for characterizing intrinsic properties like geological layering, material stiffness, and material porosity, several different parameters like electrical resistivity and seismic body-wave velocities are of great interest (GRANDJEAN 2006 , JONGMANS et al. 2009 ).
The latter parameter might be obtained by active seismic tomography, which consists of inverting firstarrival times to obtain an image of the seismic velocity distribution in the ground and to image a velocity contrast between the unstable mass and the stable layers (CARIS and VAN ASCH 1991; GRANDJEAN 2006; JONGMANS and GARAMBOIS 2007) . However, compared to classical seismic refraction, such active methods require much more travel-time data and greater field efforts. Moreover, for the case of a landslide, the results might be difficult or even impossible to be interpreted due to disturbed surfaces and the significant topographic relief.
Passive methods based on the recordings of ambient seismic noise can serve as an efficient alternative. This technique, generally low in cost and carried out with instruments that are easy to deploy, is not bound to any active sources and has become increasingly attractive in a broad range of seismological disciplines on different scales (BON-NEFOY-CLAUDET 2006a) . Regarding the analysis of ambient vibrations on potentially unstable slopes, several studies have been published in recent years. HAVENITH et al. (2002) and MÉRIC et al. (2007) estimated the resonant frequencies of a rock slope instability using single-station H/V measurements. DANNEELS et al. (2008) used small seismic arrays to measure the dispersion curve of surface waves and, subsequently, inverted for two 1D shear-wave velocity profiles in the active area. BURJANEK (2010) estimated amplification factors and identified the range of resonant frequencies for a large, unstable rock mass by noise polarization analysis. BURJANEK et al. (2012) used small seismic arrays to identify normal mode motion (standing waves) within an unstable rock mass. RENALIER et al. (2010) correlated seismic noise to resolve 2D profiles of the shear-wave velocity structure of a landslide composed of clayey soil deposits. This correlation plays a significant role in the landslide self-excitation process, since the triggering mechanism-besides ground shaking-most often proposed is the partial or total liquefaction of the mass, resulting from an increase in pore water pressure (PICARELLI et al. 2005) , meaning that the bulk S-wave velocity should decrease dramatically in the vicinity of liquefied zones and also with the extent of damaged (i.e., cracked) subsurface material (RENALIER et al. 2010) . Finally, JONGMANS et al. (2009) showed a clear correlation between surficial displacement rates (related to clay deformation) and S-wave velocity changes (obtained by active seismic refraction) on a landslide in the French Alps.
All these studies suggest that S-wave velocity could be a valuable parameter for the characterization of a landslide body and that it would constitute a well-suited alternative to classical prediction methods obtained for slope degradation monitoring. Here, we show the potential of purely seismic noise data by the joint use of both single-station noise measurements and a 3D tomography approach. These methods can provide complementary information about the seismic response of an unstable landslide, and allow the identification of layers of different materials in the landslide body. After a description of the study area and the setup of the experiment, we will show that directionality analysis of ambient noise can provide robust estimates of the intrinsic resonance properties of the landslide body. Moreover, the complementary correlation of seismic noise signals can be used to obtain a 3D S-wave velocity image of the investigated landslide body.
Study Region
Central Asia, in particular the countries of Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan, is one of the world's most vulnerable areas in terms of landslide hazard (NADIM et al. 2006) . The strong relief of the Tien Shan is one of the main causes of the general instability of the mountains, which, in combination with the complex interaction of tectonic, geological, and hydro-meterological factors (HAVENITH et al. 2006) , can cause the development of significant gravitational movements along large mountainous slopes. The first documented observations of slope instabilities in this region date to the end of the nineteenth century (IG-NATIEV 1886). However, several of these mass movements were neither documented nor did they cause significant damages, since they occurred in remote and sparsely inhabited areas (STROM and KORUP 2006) .
The 300-km-long and up to 110-km-wide Fergana valley, covering territory in Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, and Uzbekistan, represents an exception. More than 10 million people, i.e., 20 % of the population of Central Asia, turn this region into an exceptionally densely populated area. Relatively high levels of precipitation and the presence of Mesozoic-Cenozoic rocks, in combination with Quaternary sediments, create favorable conditions for landslides, which are mainly concentrated along the eastern rim of the Fergana valley (ROESSNER et al. 2005) . Most of the landslides are mobilized during the rainy season, between fall and spring, causing serious damage to settlements and loss of life. The last large, documented landslide in this region occurred in 1994, in the northwestern part of the Fergana valley, killing 115 people and displacing another 27,000 (MOLD-OBEKOV et al. 1997) .
In the southeastern part of the Fergana valley, the Osh Oblast forms the transitional zone between the Fergana Basin in the north and the Alai Mountain Range in the south, with elevations ranging from 1,000 m for the city of Osh, up to more than 3,000 m in the south. The region is composed of Paleozoic and Cretaceous rocks, as well as weakly consolidated clays and limestones of the Neogene in the synclines (Fig. 1) , while the river valleys are filled with Quaternary deposits (TURSUGAZIEV et al. 2008) . The entire area is characterized by a moderate to high seismic hazard (ABDRAKHMATOV et al. 2003 .
The studied landslide forms the eastern edge of the village of Papan. The village has around 4,000 inhabitants, mainly settled along the Ak-Bur river, which runs from south to north and bisects the city. The entire landslide is around 360 m long, 300 m wide and covers an elevation range of 140 m; it is mainly composed of a number of cretaceous carbonate rocks, limestones, and claystones. In addition, it is accompanied by smaller micro-landslides. Due to its remote location and sudden occurrence, the Papan landslide is poorly documented. The last larger failures that formed today's in the northern part of the landslide slid (Wetzel and Golovko, pers. comm.) . However, an effective landslide characterization is only possible with a clear understanding of its geometry and dynamics, hence our aim is to detect material changes where failure can occur.
Field Experiments
In September 2012, we performed ambient noise measurements on the Papan landslide using a set of 17 wireless sensing units. Each sensing unit is composed of a digitizer board with an effective resolution of 19-bit, onboard storage capability, provided by a compact flash card and wireless data transmission capabilities that can be used to assemble a large number of sensing units into a self-organizing network, ultimately sending the recorded data to a central data center. In particular, if the transmission of the entire recorded data is not required, each sensing unit can also perform a predefined set of calculations on the recorded data and only transmit the calculated parameters to the central acquisition center (FLEMING et al. 2009; PI-COZZI et al. 2010) .
Each sensing unit recorded seismic noise at 100 samples per second and was connected to an external, PE-6/B 3-component, 4.5 Hz geophone, providing an excellent signal-to-noise ratio for frequencies down to *0.9 Hz and allowing appropriate investigations with a general tendency to be valid even down to 0.6 Hz (STROLLO et al. 2008 ). The precise positions of the sensors were measured using differential GPS. We deployed two arrays on consecutive days with varying geometries and apertures up to 90 m within the unstable soil mass (shaded area in Fig. 2 ). Altitude differences within each array were around 30 m. In each case, a reference station was put outside the unstable part of the landslide, but still located on soft soil. On each day, the recording duration was around 3 h. However, the recordings of one station of the first array were unusable due to a connection malfunction.
Horizontal-to-Vertical Spectral Ratios and Directivity Analysis of Noise
The H/V spectral ratio, i.e., the ratio between the Fourier spectra of the horizontal and the vertical component of microtremor recordings, was first introduced by IGARASHI (1970, 1971) and was widespread by the publication of NAKAMURA (1989) . Several authors have pointed out the correlation between the H/V peak frequency and the fundamental resonance frequency of a site, and it is widely accepted to use the H/V technique as an indicator of the subsurface structure (e.g., PAROLAI et al. 2002; BONNEFOY-CLAUDET et al. 2006b ). Although theoretical considerations support the use of the H/V spectral ratio for site effect evaluation only for the case of 1D-layering dynamic response, this technique has also been found suitable for obtaining basic information about the site-specific structure in more complex situations, e.g., in the presence of topographic amplification (CHÁ VEZ-GARCÍA et al. 1996) .
To study the landslide by means of the H/V method, raw velocity recordings for each site were divided into 60-s-long windows and then base-line corrected. Each window was cosine tapered (5 %), and a fast Fourier transformation (FFT) for each component was performed. Spectral amplitudes were smoothed using the KONNO and OHMACHI (1998) recording window, fixing the parameter b that determines the degree of smoothing to 40. To study any directional resonance, the horizontal recordings for each measurement site were progressively rotated by an azimuthal step of 5°, and the spectral ratios were calculated for each pair of horizontal components, based on SPUDICH et al. (1996) . Figure 3 presents polar diagrams of the mean H/V spectral ratios for the different array locations. Obviously, the observed directionality pattern of ambient seismic noise is rather complex, showing strong variations between neighboring sites. In common for most of the sites is that for the lowest frequencies (0.5 to *1 Hz) the noise polarization follows an east-west trend with a small maxima around 0.8 Hz. Based on field observations, we propose that such a directional resonance might be caused by the resonance of the soft Quaternary material of the Ak-Bur river valley. In the studied area, the river valley is from several hundred meters up to 1 km wide, and is oriented almost exactly in a north-south direction. We assume that the noise wavefield is dominated by standing waves perpendicular to the valley axis, causing a single, narrow, low-frequency amplification in the H/V ratio that might identify the SV fundamental. Such peaks are found from almost all stations on the landslide body, as well as outside of it. Although one might expect a distinct vertical component for the SV modes, other studies describing similar directional low-frequency amplification in river valleys (e.g., STEIMEN et al. 2003; ROTEN et al. 2006) indicate that peaks of the fundamental mode of SV resonance might not be visible in the vertical component. Due to the apparent heterogeneous structure in elongated, sediment-filled river valleys, these patterns cannot be created by horizontally propagating surface waves and cannot be interpreted classically in terms of 1D resonance, but may be explained with a wave front propagating almost vertically at a slight angle. This is the case for standing waves expected in the case of 2D resonance. The narrow H/V peaks at intermediate frequencies (*2-2.5 Hz) show significant directionality with a clear east-west trend for almost all the sites (see Fig. 3 ), which is in excellent agreement with the maximum slope direction of the entire landslide body. We assume that here, the ambient noise shows normal mode vibration for the unstable portion of the slope, i.e., it becomes polarized in one direction at one single resonance frequency for all stations on the landslide. Following DEL WASOWSKI (2007) and BURJANEK et al. (2010) , due to the peaks in the axial Fourier spectra (e.g., S4 and S11 in Fig. 4) , it is likely that the entire unstable landslide mass, being around 360 m long and 300 m wide, might be viewed as a volume of effectively reduced elastic moduli, analogous to the sediment infill in valleys. Consequently, this mass vibrates in this direction of freedom with a normal mode resonance frequency of around 2.5 Hz, and it is likely that ground motion during a strong event will be amplified in this direction.
Locally enhanced or reduced amplitudes of the H/V spectral ratios, as seen in Fig. 3 , might reflect lateral variations in material properties of the landslide body, which might represent differences between slightly more stable and more unstable parts of the slope, although the transition from the stable to the unstable part is rather smooth, meaning that a clear boundary of the unstable part can hardly be mapped (BURJANEK et al. 2010 ). For example, the H/V amplitudes in the northern part of array 2 are rather high for all measurement sites (see e.g., S3 in Fig. 3 ) and we assume that this area might represent an extended unstable area (cf. photo B in Fig. 2 ). This is in agreement with BOURDEAU et al. (2004) , who proposed a correlation between the lateral extent of a zone of large amplifications inside the slope and the location and area of the sliding mass (i.e., this can be seen as a surface area approximation of the 3D volume of the landslide). Accordingly, stations installed at the edge or outside of the landslide body show only a weak polarization and rather low H/V amplitude at this frequency, while the horizontal Fourier spectra do not show any clear peaks (S7 and S19 in Figs. 3,  4) . The high-frequency directionality (between 10 and 30 Hz) in Fig. 3 is more complex to interpret. Generally, the amplification is not fixed to one common frequency and one single direction for all sites, but changes from site to site, with large lateral variations observed over short distances. Therefore, we assume that the high-frequency motion might be controlled by the vibration of smaller portions of the landslide and very shallow heterogeneities, with different resonant frequencies and different directions of freedom. For example, this explanation is in line with the direction of maximum resonance at 20 Hz for station S11, which is approximately perpendicular to the trace of a nearby surface crack oriented in a north-south direction. Hence, this high amplification might be related to an area of maximum local instability. However, a more thorough interpretation of this complexity requires longer and denser measurements.
Ambient Noise Imaging
Single-station H/V measurements cannot escape the problem posed by the inherent trade-off between S-wave velocity and thickness of the soil layers in inversion schemes. By contrast, geophysical imaging techniques based on ambient noise recorded simultaneously on a dense array can provide supplementary information, and can therefore serve as an efficient alternative. Traditional methods like the SPatial AutoCorrelation (SPAC, AKI 1957) method retrieve surface-wave dispersion curves, which, in turn, can be inverted to obtain the S-wave velocity structure, under the assumption that the underlying medium is not varying laterally. In this way, the wavelength of surface waves has to be small Figure 4 Fourier spectra of all components for selected stations of array 2 (top panels) and the array 1 (bottom panels). See Fig. 2 On the other hand, one can expect that local heterogeneities will affect the noise propagation along the ray path between the sensors, and hence can be retrieved by analyzing the Green's function, estimated by the cross-correlation of the signals recorded at two different stations. Since the pioneering work of AKI and LEE (1976) , this idea has been applied over many scales and for different purposes. However, using this approach for all interstation paths generally requires the solution of a large, inverse problem to obtain a heterogeneous velocity model that is consistent with observations. Here, we make use of a new procedure for the passive imaging of near-surface properties by a weighted, 3D inversion procedure that also works in the case of complex 3D S-wave velocity structures under pronounced topographic conditions (PILZ et al. 2012 (PILZ et al. , 2013 . In particular, in contrast to previous landslide imaging studies (e.g., RENALIER et al. 2010; MAINSANT et al. 2012) , we include the effects of topography, since the travel times could potentially be biased where the relief is not small compared to the wavelength and penetration depth of the considered waves. The applied method, based on surface waves only, which can be easily extracted because they dominate the Green 0 s function between receivers located at the surface, can offer a more comprehensive view of the subsurface, having an investigation capacity on greater areal extent and greater depth than traditional methods, such as trenching or drilling.
Before deducing a velocity model, since this method is based on anthropogenic noise with frequencies higher than a few Hertz, a frequencywavenumber (f-k) analysis is carried out using the maximum likelihood method (CAPON et al. 1967) for checking the isotropy of the wave field for the frequency range of interest (4 B f B 13 Hz). Figure 5 shows the distribution of noise sources for array 2 for two different frequencies, 4 and 13 Hz. At 4 Hz, the sources are mainly distributed to the north and southeast, whereas for frequencies higher than 10 Hz, the sources are more scattered over the wave number plane, with much energy coming from the western direction, i.e., the village of Papan. Although a nonuniform distribution of seismic noise sources might bias the reconstruction of the attenuation of the studied media, it will have only a very minor influence on the phase, i.e., on the calculation of the travel times for each interstation path. When taken over long times, the distribution of the ambient sources randomizes, and the seismic noise can be considered as a random field (SHAPIRO and CAMPILLO 2004) . As shown by YANG and RITZWOLLER (2008) Although the amplitude of the real part of the spectrum depends on the background noise spectrum, the locations of the zero crossings in the spectrum are insensitive to variations in the spectral power of the background noise.
For calculating the cross-correlation functions between all stations for our study, we consider only the vertical component of the recordings, which are strongly dominated by Rayleigh waves. For each measurement site, the continuous data sets were divided into 240 windows of 30 s. After removing the linear trend from each window, a 5 % cosine taper was applied at both ends. A second-order Butterworth high-pass filter was applied to these data, previously corrected for the instrumental response using a corner frequency of 1 Hz, mainly to improve both the signal-to-noise ratio for the high-frequency range of interest, and, following BENSEN et al. (2007) , also to ameliorate the cross-correlations by oppressing the influence of very low-frequency signals in the crosscorrelation functions. For each of the chosen frequencies over a range of 4 Hz B f B 13 Hz, at intervals of 1 Hz and for all n (n -1) / 2 possible station pairs, where n = 16 is the number of stations, the data were 1-bit normalized (CAMPILLO and PAUL 2003) and, finally, stacked together. This, on average, improves the signal-to-noise ratio and reduces the contribution of the most energetic arrivals. Finally, using the known distances between the sensors, the travel times were calculated for each interstation path and for each frequency separately from the estimated phase velocities.
Using five different frequency values (4, 6, 8, 10, 13 Hz), the travel times were then inverted by a rapid inversion algorithm to calculate a 3D S-wave velocity model for the respective subsurface below each of the two arrays. Since the Swave velocity is the dominant parameter influencing changes in Rayleigh-wave phase velocity in the highfrequency range, we perform the inversion considering the observed velocities in the 3D frequencydependent tomography as being representative of Rayleigh-wave phase velocities. Although the ray path is velocity-dependent, meaning that travel time inversion is a non-linear problem, deviations of the paths from a straight line will either be of the same order as the dimension of the blocks or will be less than a quarter of the wavelength. On the one hand, deviations smaller than the block size will not introduce significant errors and, on the other, deviations smaller than a quarter wavelength are within the limits of image resolution. Hence, keeping in mind that there is also a small level of error for the input data for shallow seismic surveys, we are sure that a bias of a few percent can be tolerated to keep the solution linear (KUGLER et al. 2007) . Consequently, the entire medium of interest can be subdivided into a reasonable number of smaller cells, meaning that the problem can be expressed in a simple, discrete matrix form to be used in practical applications:
L 1 is an RF 9 MN matrix, with R being the number of rays for F different frequencies crossing the studied medium that is subdivided into M cells in each of the N horizontal layers (for details see PILZ et al. 2012 PILZ et al. , 2013 . The vector t corresponds to the travel times between each pair of receivers with a frequency-dependent slowness s (inverse velocity). The phase velocity is assumed to be constant within each of the cells and, therefore, the propagation paths can be considered to be straight rays within the cells. In general, uncertainties in measured travel times can degrade the solution and can produce spurious velocity anomalies. We adopted an iterative procedure for solving Eq. (1) using damped last squares or singular value decomposition, following LONG and KOCAOGLU (2001) . Starting from a homogeneous 3D velocity model, an iterative procedure using singular value decomposition for minimizing the misfit between the observed and theoretical travel times is adopted. Since shallow blocks are sampled much stronger by higher frequencies where the deeper ones are sampled only by lower frequencies, we introduce a further constraint on the solution by adding an MNF 9 MNF weighting matrix. According to YANOVSKAYA and DITMAR (1990) , for a 3D problem the weights turn out to be representable as a product of two functions, one depending on the horizontal properties, i.e., the number, path length in consideration of the relief and orientation of the ray paths, and the other one depending on the depth, i.e., the frequency. If many different rays with different azimuths cross the cell, the ellipticity is close to 1 and a good resolution is achieved. Therefore, the horizontal weights were computed by multiplying the ellipticity for the number of rays crossing each cell. The vertical weights account for the different penetration depths of the different frequencies and the slope of topography. They are based on the analytical solution of displacement components for Rayleigh waves in a half space (AKI and RICHARDS 1980) . Additionally, to reduce the risk of divergence and to stabilize the iteration process, an adaptive bi-weight estimation (TUKEY 1974; ARAI and TOKIMATSU 2004) , which is a type of maximum likelihood estimation, is applied that constrains the solution to vary smoothly in the horizontal domain, i.e., the slowness of each cell is related also to the slowness of all the surrounding cells. The final 3D S-wave velocity model is retrieved from the updated slowness s by v s ¼ cs ð Þ À1 .
For typical values of Poisson's ratio between 0.2 and 0.5, c takes values 0.9 \ c \ 0.95, therefore only marginally influencing the final results. We used c = 0.92 for all calculations. In a strict sense, this approximation is only valid for a homogeneous half space, but it is still reasonable because the S-wave velocity is the dominant property for the fundamental mode of high-frequency Rayleigh waves. Of course, for a layered structure the Rayleigh wave will disperse, but XIA et al. (1999) never found variations of more than 25 % in shear-wave velocity between this approximation and their true multi-layer model. However, the results are well-constrained and the reliability of the proposed technique has already been validated using synthetic data sets (PILZ et al. 2012 (PILZ et al. , 2013 .
The inversion results in terms of S-wave velocity for the two arrays after 500 iterations in each case are shown in Fig. 6 . Using a wide range of frequencies, we can image both shallow and deeper parts simultaneously. Besides the significant topographic variations, several prominent features of the S-wave velocity model stand out. In particular, we note that the thickness of the low-velocity body displayed by the thickness of the low-velocity material in Fig. 6 varies laterally to some degree. For array 1, the thickness increases towards the northeast, and for array 2 it does so from east to west. Remarkably, array 1 shows higher velocities, especially for the lower and flatter parts of the studied area. By contrast, the S-wave velocities for array 2 are often lower, especially in the northwestern part (v s \ 200 m/s). In fact, array 1 was located on pebbly limestone material, whereas the material below array 2 was mainly composed of clay (see Fig. 2 ). Therefore, consistent with the observations in Fig. 3 , the area below array 2, particularly the thick northwestern parts, is likely to be more unstable, with several significant radial surface cracks also being seen. These features are less obvious for the southern part of array 2, which is characterized by slightly higher S-wave velocities (Fig. 6) and smaller H/V amplitudes with smaller directionality (Fig. 3) .
Discussion
The available literature and the presented data sets indicate that the dynamic response and internal structure of potentially unstable slopes can be very complex. There is clear evidence that ground motion on slopes can be considerably amplified with a pronounced directional character. However, strong variations in amplitude of the H/V spectral ratio over short spatial scales, as shown in Fig. 3 , cannot be 1738 M. Pilz et al. Pure Appl. Geophys. explained by topographic effects, i.e., the shape of the topography, alone (e.g., DEL GAUDIO and WASOWSKI 2011). Previous numerical simulations have found that topographic amplification factors hardly exceed 2 (ASSIMAKI and KAUSEL 2007); in particular, pure topographic effects have been found to be considerably smaller than the complex interaction of combined topographic and geologic effects (GELI et al. 1988; SANCHEZ-SESMA and CAMPILLO 1993; BOURDEAU and HAVENITH 2008) . Indeed, a fundamental role seems to be played by shallow heterogeneities and impedance contrasts (see e.g., MOORE et al. 2011) in slope material properties. On the other hand, such shallow impedance contrasts are often clearly visible by high-frequency peaks of the H/V spectral ratios (see e.g., stations S11 and S19 in Fig. 3 show significant peaks around 25 Hz and clear, shallow impedance contrasts in Fig. 6 ). By contrast, in common for all spectral ratios is a directional amplification at around 2.5 Hz. This specific resonance frequency can be distinguished from both deeper and shallower impedance contrasts (BOZZANO et al. 2011) . Similar to what is observed across sediment-filled valleys in numerical simulations (e.g., BARD and BOUCHON 1985; FRISCHKNECHT and WAGNER 2004) and in real data (e.g., TUCKER and Figure 6 Left 3D S-wave velocity models below array 1 (top) and array 2 (bottom), obtained after 500 iterations. The arrows indicate the approximate locations of the stations whose H/V spectral ratios are shown in Fig. 3 . Right corresponding isobaths indicating the thickness of the lowvelocity body (S-wave velocity lower than 500 m/s) Vol. 171, (2014) Seismic noise for landslide characterization 1739 KING and TUCKER 1984; ROTEN et al. 2006) , we expect the resonance frequency for such a normal mode resonance to be approximately equal over the entire extent of the landslide body, regardless of its thickness at each site, as in BURJANEK et al. (2012) . Using classical 1D-transfer function theory and the obtained velocity model (e.g., for S13 and S20, see Fig. 6 ), one might pre-estimate that a thickness of the low-velocity body of around 30-35 m will correspond to a fundamental frequency of around 2.5 Hz. Such a maximum thickness seems reasonable in consideration of the shape of the relief. On the contrary, the shallower edges of such landslide bodies undergo very large differential motions and, therefore, the estimation of the landslide 0 s properties using simple relationships like, e.g., the one provided by HASKELL (1960), which do not account for the influence of the landslide boundaries and 2D effects, would not yield useful results in such cases.
The strong directionality at this frequency is likely to be caused by the direction of freedom of the landslide body, which might be viewed as a volume of effectively reduced elastic moduli. Since most of the energy is distributed along the maximum slope direction, this causes an anisotropic decrease of the stiffness of the soil mass that will, in turn, increase the susceptibility of slopes to seismically-induced failures. In this context, station S7 of array 1, which was located below the toe of the landslide, shows significant lower directionality and lower amplitudes at 2 Hz, here indicating the reduction of the landslide block 0 s freedom to oscillate.
We interpret the landslide block, which is characterized by low S-wave velocities (bluish color in Fig. 6 ), to be situated above well-consolidated Quaternary material (reddish color in Fig. 6 ) that is found along the Ak-Bur river valley, similar to the results of HAVENITH et al. (2000) . Given the deficiency of any data on the sediment structure and their thickness, we might infer a sub-vertical interbedded sequence of Quaternary sediments over Neogene material having large implications also for the overlaying soil layers. Since the vertically varying materials most likely have different strengths and weathering properties, the subsurface structure between the high-velocity and low-velocity layers will vary laterally, as already implied in Fig. 6 . Moreover, the slip of the uppermost soil-layers can also be influenced by the vertically varying layering. The topography of the first impedance contrast is only slightly linked to the surface topography, and most likely has more to do with bedrock interbedding and with soil-compression rather than with surface processes. However, we offer a note of caution with regards to its interpretation. Since a set of smoothing parameters has been introduced to the solution, the image will not show a sharp contrast between the two layers, but only a more gradual transition. Of course, it is easy to generalize the equations of the inversion algorithm to the case where there are discontinuities, but if such an approach is followed, non-existent discontinuities may also be introduced, which is obviously not ideal.
To quantify the resolution capacities of the proposed technique, we further assess the quality of the tomographic results by means of the spread function, which has been found to be a better way for assessing the resolution than by solely examining the diagonal elements of the resolution matrix. The spread function compresses each row of the model resolution matrix, which is routinely calculated in the inversion, and which describes the distribution of information for each grid cell into a single number describing how strong and peaked the resolution is for that specific cell (MICHELINI and MCEVILLY 1991) . Although, as shown by TOOMEY and FOULGER (1989) , there is no universally applicable value to define the range of acceptable values of the spread function, from its definition, it is clear that in areas of high resolution the spread function takes small values.
In Fig. 7 , the resolution of the velocity models of both arrays are displayed by the spread function. Overall, the resolution for the central parts of the model is higher due to the dense ray coverage and the angular distribution of the rays. It has already been shown that where there is adequate resolution, the S-wave velocity can be reliably mapped (PILZ et al. 2013) . However, for the edges of the block, the resolution is generally lower and for the outermost parts, the results might be biased by interpolation. Obviously, since the weights of the individual cells vary smoothly vertically, there is only a steady change in the resulting velocities, i.e., vertical discontinuities and S-wave velocity inversions are resolved less 1740 M. Pilz et al. Pure Appl. Geophys. sharply. For the deepest parts of the investigated area, only smaller frequencies show nonzero weights, reducing the resolution for these parts. The models can be well-resolved down to a depth of around 30 m, being approximately one-third to one-half the wavelength of the lowest frequency. Thereby, deeper structures of the model can only be mapped properly if the array configuration, i.e., the distance between the receivers, allows longer wavelengths to be resolved.
Assuming that in between large sliding events, steady creep will slowly move the uppermost wellresolved soil cover downslope, with certain parts moving faster while others might be locked, possibly leading to differential stress build-up in the soil layers. Then, if the shear-strength of a soil interface is to drop, it will trigger a shallow landslide, with the material in question being dumped at the base of the steep slopes. On the other hand, the low-velocity clay material along the steep slopes (bluish color in Fig. 6) , is characterized by a clear, fractured structure. Several cracks can be observed at the surface, in particular near S3 of array 2. Such fractures, having preferred orientations perpendicular to the highest slope directions, might generate even stronger amplification effects (BURJANEK et al. 2012 ) and probably enhance instability by a local reduction of the shear strength within the upper layer. Therefore, we suggest that the material in the most unstable part of the landslide body, i.e., the northern part of array 2, is significantly weakened by the cumulative effect of various parallel fractures, causing considerably higher H/V spectral ratio amplitudes.
Conclusions
Based on recordings of ambient seismic noise on a landslide, we have shown that with a limited number of stations and recording times of some hours, the fundamental resonance properties of a landslide body, as well as detailed images of the local S-wave velocity structure can be obtained, even under pronounced topographic conditions. There is clear evidence that ground motion on potentially unstable slopes can be amplified considerably with a pronounced directional character and with maxima oriented along potential sliding directions. Complementing traditional methods that give only point-wise results, we could show that seismic imaging can add an extra dimension and a deeper perspective down to some tens of meters. In particular, the area and the depth of investigation might be enlarged using more extended array configurations. Since the presented method only uses the phase and not the amplitude information associated with the direct or scattered waves, the scattered part of the correlation functions is stable enough to provide an approximate estimate of the velocity structure not only for imaging purposes, but also to allow for changes in the medium properties to be monitored almost in real time. Moreover, the development and the use of wireless sensor networks should ease the efforts necessary for the acquisition of noise data. Likewise, due to wireless data transmission, these units can serve as valuable, low-cost tools for monitoring environmental phenomena and are particularly suited for landslide monitoring, since they allow repeated images of the S-wave velocity model. With respect to this, JONGMANS et al. (2009) have shown that S-wave velocity is very sensitive to clay consolidation (and the corresponding decrease in porosity) and should tend to zero in the event of liquefaction. Also, a significant drop in v s of around 10 % was measured at the base of a small, active landslide several days before its failure (MAINSANT et al. 2012) . With the proposed rapid inversion technique, it might be possible to detect the location of changes at the base of a sliding layer. In particular, the presented method can overcome shortcomings like poor spatial resolution, which have been reported for other passive processing techniques. A combination of tomographic imaging with GPS measurements for displacement tracing might even provide a greater potential for more robust landslide monitoring. As the characteristics of a potentially unstable slope may change rapidly from site to site, the presented results suggest that only a 3D investigation and interpretation of the internal structure of the unstable soil mass can provide a complete picture.
